Department Chair: Monica Cyrino

Elodie Brenas Book Award:
Cole Carvour

Collette Wallace Book Award:
Jacqueline Greene and Crystal Ortiz

Excellence in German Studies Book Award:
Davis Query

Stefania Gray “Best CL/CS Conference Paper” Award:
Anne Merrill

CAMWS Award for Outstanding Accomplishment in Classical Studies:
Christine Ellis

Carol Raymond Award for Excellence in French:
Undergraduate: Matthieu Cartron and Maimouna Bio Gado
Graduate: Ryan Gomez

Summer 2019 B.A. Graduate
James Nesmith, Russian

Fall 2019 B.A. Graduates
Agustine Chavez, German
Lance Coggeshell, East Asian Studies
Jacqueline Greene, German, summa cum laude
Renee Hodge, Russian
Nicholas McCall, Classical Studies
Aurelie Mujiryna, French
Elizabeth Rakes, French
Charlene Reames, Languages
Richard Tseng, Languages

Spring 2020 B.A. Graduates
Ryan Arreola, Languages
Shannon Brown, Languages
Finnigan Burton, German
Matthieu Cartron, French
Korina Apodaca Cordova, Languages
Oliver Cortinas, Languages
David Dickerman, Classical Studies
Brandon Elder, French
Glenn Elvendahl, Russian
Gretchen Fasting, Russian
Maimouna Bio Gado, French

2019-2020 M.A. Graduates
Antonia Parras Albero, French
Cole Carvour, Comparative Literature and Cultural Studies
Christine Ellis, Comparative Literature and Cultural Studies, Classics
Hannah Garver, German Studies
Ryan Gomez, French
Maxime Lenglin, French
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